
So that you can focus on your
 core business with an easy mind.

Our Protection. 
Your Benefit.

Our fuses provide safety.
For your values.

Dependably.



Our aspiration – Your advantage

All we think about is fuses. 
And in doing so, we save 
your resources.
For over 60 years now, SIBA has specialised in fuses – from mini-
ature devices for electrical components to high-voltage installa-
tions. And because we devote ourselves uncompromisingly to 
our specific core business, you can be sure that our fuses will 
work when needed. Through our products, we safeguard your 
products, your plant and machinery, and above all your person-
nel. So seen from that angle, what we really think about are your 
vital resources. As you can see, SIBA fuses are not C products, but 
functional A products. And therefore money well invested.

Many fuses are needed just in time for fitting in other products. 
We can deliver exactly on schedule to prevent any disruption 
to your production flow. Our computer-controlled stock ma-
nagement system enables us to dovetail our processes preci-
sely with your own. When fuses are tripped in installations or 
machines, a replacement is often quickly needed. In cases like 
this, we are able to respond immediately: Thanks to our high 
stock capacity, we have tens of thousands of fuses available for 
immediate delivery.

Our fuses can reach 
you just as fast as 
you need them.

Our in-company research and development department with 
its team of engineers is closely meshed with production. This 
means, on the one hand, that we are able to constantly as-
sure the high quality of our series products for which we are 
renowned. On the other, it enables us to regularly develop the 
new products that are needed to meet your requirements in 
future. For example with our UR fuses range which, thanks to 
extremely fast tripping times, are able to protect expensive po-
wer semiconductors.

With our own laboratory, we 
keep a close eye on our quality. 
And so help build your future.



Special fuses 
are our trade

Other fuses

SIBA holds over 10,000 different fuse technology products. But even with that 
variety, we can still not cover every application, and for constantly changing needs 
we have to develop ever new variants. And even if one fuse fits perfectly, it may 
still not be able to be used because – to give just one example – a specific operating 
sequence may be required in the case of fuses installed in series.
Nevertheless, we also have a wide variety of pre-made products available for special 
applications – from mining to the railways.



The cradle for our 
development: Fuses for 

the mining industry
Our company had its cradle in the mining industry, and it 

was fuses for use in mining, where the requirements in 
terms of safety and equipment protection are  exceptionally 
high, that made us great. And even if we now offer an ab-
undance of products for all kinds of  applications – SIBA still 

supplies fuses for the mining industry. In time-tested quali-
ty. For time-tested safety.

Shock-proof: Fuses for 
shipping and the railways
In the field of shipping and on the railways around the 

world, the specific requirements in the field of fuse 
 technology are especially exacting. Also in this area – as 

in the case of classical fuses, too – we are in close contact 
with the standardisation bodies, and we are  familiar 

with the areas of use and the special technical 
requirements  associated with them. We are therefore 

able to supply a large part of the fuses needed for these 
applications from stock.

Standards at a glance: 
Fuses made to foreign 

standards
SIBA fuses are in use throughout the world; they  comply 

with international standards. But despite all  efforts 
 towards harmonisation, there are still many  specific 

 national requirements that have to be  complied with. We 
therefore also produce according to the most important 
foreign standards. For example, we have special product 

 series that are specifically made for the British, French and 
North American markets.



Miniature fuses 

The rip cord for 
industrial electronics
Measuring equipment, sensor technology, machine controls – industrial electro-
nics are the nervous system of manufacturing industry and constitute a continu-
ous  sequence of high-flying developments. Complicated, sometimes extremely 
 miniaturised devices and fittings working in close communication with one another 
ensure that everything works as it is supposed to. Complex programming ensures 
that the many cogs in the production machinery all work smoothly together.
Equipment with such an important role also needs special protection: SI-
BA  miniature fuses ensure that if the worst should come to the worst, the 
 components have a soft landing. To protect your electronics from harm.



Extensive portfolio, 
own production

The very smallest of our miniaturised fuses covers an area 
of less than two square millimetres, though our range of 

electronic component fuses also includes  veritable “giants”, 
with a length of 150 mm. So  whether self-resetting PTC, 

classical constructions or SMD  types for soldering onto 
 printed circuit boards or tiny fuses for slotting into them: 
our warehouse holds a fuse in store that is just right for 
you. And what we don’t already have available, we can 

make. In  accordance with your specifications. We take the 
 protection of your equipment seriously.

Classical miniature fuses: 
A broad range

5 x 20 mm, 6.3 x 32 mm – with the classical glass tube fuse, 
we can cover many applications. These range from 

super-fast semiconductor protection to super-slow fuses 
for small motors, so the starting current does not result 
in switch-off. The product range is also  supplemented by 

a correspondingly wide choice of  holders, from clips on the 
circuit board to externally accessible front panel mounting. 

After all, the safety of your circuit board should not fail 
 because of the quality of the holder.

SMD to the limit: Variety 
also for special applications

Surface mounted devices: fuses, too, have long been 
 available in this form. More than anything, SMD  means 

small dimensions. This can soon bring  conventional fuses 
up against physical barriers. One of our goals is to break 

through these barriers. For  instance with an SMD fuse 
that despite its small outer dimensions can nevertheless 

still switch relatively  large currents. Or with self-resetting 
fuses in SMD form. So even if there should so far be no fuse 

 available for your needs: We are working on one.



Low-voltage fuses

Optimum protection for 
mains and equipment
A switchgear without proper fuse protection may well be put out of service for 
a considerable time. And that can be expensive. And even if the actual damage is 
covered by the insurance, the outage may cause an order to be lost, and nobody 
except you will pay for all the trouble and work involved. So seen from this angle, 
optimum fuse protection is a very worthwhile investment. If the worst comes to 
the worst, the fuse operates in a sufficient time, is quickly replaced, and work can 
then carry on as before.
But also at home and in other locations, SIBA NH fuses provide sound protection 
against faults in the electrical system or poor workmanship during installation of 
the wiring. And as always, preventing material damage is one thing. Protecting 
human life and health another. We are committed to doing both.



Low voltage (NH):
Protection à la carte

Whether as a pre-fuse in the house connection box or 
as protection for machine tools in the factory – our NH 

 products cover a wide variety of applications. They are 
 available for a large number of different characteristics, for 

all normal sizes and for many different voltages. We are 
constantly adding new innovations to our broad product 

range – such as the combination indicator. This shows both 
at the top and in the centre whether the fuse has been 

tripped. Optimum protection and optimised handling add 
up to maximum utility.

NH combination indicator: 
A doubly clear message

In the case of fuses installed in fuse switch rails, the  reliable 
top indicators can often not be clearly seen. Therefore, a 

lot of time can be wasted looking for fuse-links that have 
switched off. Classical centre  indicators, on the other hand, 

often give a false  indication. That also costs time during 
 fuse change.  Time that you can now save. Because our 

combination indicators provide a doubly clear message – 
thanks to the special design at the centre and the top. And 

both with highest dependability.

Fuse-holders:
A sound base

Also in the low-voltage range, the loads and stresses 
should not be underestimated. And that applies not only to 

the fuse links themselves. If high currents (are  allowed to) 
flow for a prolonged period of time, not  only the fuse links 

as such must be appropriately  designed, also the  holder has 
to be able to withstand  similar stresses and strains. Our 

fuse-bases are therefore designed to match the fuses. We 
also offer special types such as  ceramic  holders, which you 

will otherwise only rarely find.



High-voltage fuses

We keep up 
the tension
Power stations, substations, overhead power lines: Of the many energy utility 
 installations that ensure our vital electricity supply, most people only take notice 
of the big, visible features. As far as many consumers are concerned, electricity still 
simply comes out of the wall. But that things are far from that simple is a story the 
energy utilities could tell every day. 
But to prevent matters from reaching a pitch where people notice that  something 
is wrong because the power has failed, the operators take  precautions by investing 
in good time, and not just in the visible  infrastructure. This extends from the trans-
former via cable and wire to the consumer. SIBA products protect this infrastruc-
ture – and thus make their own contribution to the reliability of our energy supply.



Transformers under 
observation

Power transformers are highly sophisticated, motionless 
 electric machines. The start-up process is also a highly 

 sophisticated matter, involving high currents, but  without 
causing the fuse to trip. On the other hand, though, the 

power circuit must be reliably interrupted if excessively high 
currents flow for an  excessively long  time. In this particular 
area, standards can provide general recommendations on-
ly – but thanks to our  many years of experience, we know 

 exactly what fuse is needed to take care 
of what  situation.

Fuses that go a long way 
to protect your motors

In high-voltage motor circuits, conditions are tough: Load 
changes, high start-up currents and high levels of vibration 

mean stress for both the motor and the  peripherals. Our 
fuses have been specifically designed with these conditions 

in mind and with the ability to meet German, international 
and, in particular, also  British standards. 

They combine low power losses with excellent current 
 limitation. As a result, they ensure that also where short 

circuits are concerned, your  motors and equipment are 
 reliably protected.

Keeping
capacitor banks safe 

Among the key components in the energy supply chain are 
switchable capacitor banks. These help to keep the mains 
output constant by controlling the flow of  reactive power 
if and when needed. If capacitors  arranged in banks of this 

kind are switched on, they  generate equalising currents 
which are similar to short circuits. SIBA fuses for     

high-voltage  capacitors are  optimally designed for their 
 purpose. They  protect important equipment from failure. 

Like the world’s biggest capacitor bank at the FZD 
research centre in Dresden.



Ultra-rapid fuses

When every tenth 
of a second counts
Power semiconductors: Without the high-tech developments in the field of 
 converters, thyristors or UPS, today’s energy supply would be unthinkable. As 
 important as these devices are, they are also highly sensitive to short-circuit 
 currents. It is therefore reassuring to know that SIBA makes fuses that work so 
fast they are able to protect these semiconductors and so keep them  working for 
very much longer. The name of this product range is “Ultra-rap id”. They separate 
your investment from the power supply quickly and  reliably. And we have designed 
them in such a way that even after a long time in service under constantly changing 
 operating loads, they still maintain their condition. For we know that every tenth of 
a second counts if your  semiconductor is to be kept safe from harm.



Ultra-rapid fuses: 
Protection for power 

semiconductors
Super-fast tripping times on the one hand, but on the 
other, the ability to handle even large currents safely. 

Readily available standard products with many connection 
options on the one hand, but on the other, special designs 

that we can develop on request to meet your particular 
applications. Our Ultra-rapid products are designed for real-
world needs – and to give you the peace of mind that your 

equipment is well protected.

Ultra-rapid DC fuses: Not just 
frequency converters firmly 

under control
Frequency converters used in motor control allow variable 
speeds, constant torques and gentle starts. A high-quality 
solution, therefore. And so all the more important to en-

sure that such investments are properly protected. Our 
URDC fuses keep your frequency converters safe from harm. 

And not just them: UPS, power converters and special 
applications in the field of wind and solar energy are some of 

the other areas in which these fuses are used.

aR, gR, gRL (gS): At home in 
many operating classes

Our UR fuses cover the whole range of uses for power 
semiconductors, starting from classical short-circuit fuses 

mounted directly on the semiconductor with the back-
up operating class, aR, and extending to the full-range 

operating class gR, which is also able to protect against 
overload currents, and also to operating class gS, originally 

introduced by SIBA as operating class gRL. 
This product protects not only the semiconductor its-

elf, but also the leads. And in doing so, it preserves your 
investment from harm.



Our product range – Your choice

High-voltage fuses: We keep up the tension

Low-voltage fuses: Optimum protection for mains and equipment

Miniature fuses: The rip cord for industrial electronics

Other fuses: Special fuses are our trade

Ultra-rapid fuses: When every tenth of a second counts

Service minded. Globally 
represented. Made in 
Germany.

We supply standard products 
off the shelf. But we can also 
make to measure.

Whether punctuality, dependability, or flexibility – we believe 
in the classical service values offered by small businesses. But 
because we also take nearness to our customers seriously, we 
have a presence throughout the world – like a global player: To 
ensure close contact with our customers, we maintain a network 
of subsidiary companies and sales partners in countries on all 
continents throughout the world. Going hand in hand with our 
worldwide presence, however, is the commitment to Germany 
as our main place of business.

We make fuses in conformity with all major national and inter-
national norms and standards, whether IEC, EN, VDE, DIN or UL. 
And whether for Britain’s railways or the German shipbuilding 
industry – we are familiar with virtually all specifications any-
where in the world of fuses.
And if a particular product need by you is not included in our 
range, we can make it to your specifications. Already at the 
planning stage, you can make use of our know-how and so avo-
id unpleasant surprises in future.
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Our Protection. 
Your Benefit.

Head Office
SIBA GmbH
Borker Straße 20-22
D-44534 Lünen
Postfach 1940
D-44509 Lünen
Tel.: +49-2306-7001-0
Fax: +49-2306-7001-10 
info@siba.de
www.siba.de

SIBA Unit Miniature Fuses
Tel.: +49-2306-7001-290
Fax: +49-2306-7001-99
elu@siba.de

Germany

SIBA Vertriebsbüro Freiberg
Untergasse 12
D-09599 Freiberg
Tel.: +49-3731-202283
Fax: +49-3731-202462
alexander.kolbe@siba.de

SIBA Vertriebsbüro Hannover
Am Hüllfeld 5
D-30952 Ronnenberg
Tel.: +49-5109-562470
Fax: +49-5109-562471
andreas.koehler@siba.de

SIBA Vertriebsbüro Rhein/Ruhr
Veilchenweg 10
D-59439 Holzwickede
Tel.: +49-2301-298680
Fax: +49-2301-298681
joerg.mattusch@siba.de

SIBA Vertriebsbüro Süd-West
Germersheimer Str. 101a
D-67360 Lingenfeld
Tel.: +49-6344-937510
Fax: +49-6344-937511
erwin.leuthner@siba.de

International

SIBA Sicherungen- und Schalterbau
Ges.m.b.H & Co. KG (Austria)
Ortsstraße 18 · A-2331 Vösendorf bei Wien
Tel.: +43-1-6994053 und 6992592
Fax: +43-1-699405316 und 699259216
info.siba@aon.at
www.siba-sicherungen.at

SIBA GmbH Beijing
Rep. Office (China)
Room 207A, Building B, He Qiao Mansion No. 8 
Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, 
Beijing 100026
Tel.: +86-10-65817776
Fax: +86-10-65812979
siba_china@sibafuse.cn
www.sibafuse.cn

SIBA Písek s.r.o. (Czech Rep.)
U Vodárny 1506 · 397 01 Písek
Tel.: +420-38-2265746
Fax: +420-38-2265746
sibacz@iol.cz · www.siba-pojistky.cz

SIBA Sikringer Danmark A/S 
(Denmark)
ehemals/former Ole Andersen A/S 
Lunikvej 24 B · DK-2670 Greve
Tel.: +45-86828175 · Fax: +45-86814565
info@sikringer.dk · www.siba-sikringer.dk

SIBA Nederland B.V. (Netherlands)
Van Gentstraat 16
NL-5612 KM Eindhoven
Tel.: +31-40-2467071
Fax: +31-40-2439916
info@sibafuses.nl · www.siba-zekeringen.nl

SIBA Polska sp. z o.o. (Poland)
ul. Grzybowa 5G
05-092 Łomianki, Dąbrowa Le śna
Tel.: +48-22-8321477 
Fax: +48-22-8339118
siba@sibafuses.pl
www.siba-bezpieczniki.pl

Moskovskoye predstavitelstvo obshestva 
„SIBA GmbH“ (Russia)
111123, Moskva, Shosse Entusiastov, 21 
of. 407
Tel.: +7-495-9871413
Fax: +7-495-9871774
info@siba-predohraniteli.ru
www.siba-predohraniteli.ru

SIBA Fuses SA PTY. LTD. (South Africa)
P.O. Box 34261 · Jeppestown 2043
Tel.: +27-11334-6560 / 4
Fax: +27-11334-7140
sibafuses@universe.co.za
www.siba-fuses.co.za

SIBA Far East Pte. LTD.
(South East Asia)
No. 3 Phillip Street, #12-02, Commerce Point
Singapore 048693
Tel.: +65-62239225 
Fax: +65-62341428
info@sibafuse.com.sg
www.sibafuse.com.sg

SIBA (UK) LTD. (United Kingdom)
19 Duke Street
Loughborough LE11 1ED
Tel.: +44-1509-269719
Fax: +44-1509-236024
siba.uk@btconnect.com
www.sibauk.co.uk

SIBA Fuses LLC (United States of America)
29 Fairfield Place
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
Tel.: +1-973575-7422 (973-575-SIBA)
Fax: +1-973575-5858
info@sibafuses.com
www.sibafuses.com

Further distribution partners worldwide: 
www.siba.de / www.siba-fuses.com


